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Title: Advances in blind image restoration
Image restoration, which estimates an image from degraded observations, has evolved
considerably in the last 10 years. We rely on images with ever growing emphasis. Our
understanding of the world is however limited by imperfect measuring conditions and
devices used to acquire images. The talk will cover the main advances in blind deconvolution
and superresolution. Deconvolution as an ill-posed nverse problem is one of the
fundamental topics of image processing. The blind case, when the blur kernel is also
unknown, is even more challenging and requires special optimization approaches to
converge to the correct solution. Superresolution extends blind deconvolution by
recovering lost spatial resolution of images. In the talk various real acquisition scenarios will
be discussed together with proposed solutions for both blind deconvolution and
superresolution and efficient numerical optimization methods, which allow fast
implementation. Real data examples will illustrate performance of the proposed solutions.

